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engage: around the big idea
investigate: the tools we need
act: risking a prototype / proposal

3 ECTS = 80 h aprox.

6 online working sessions
4 working days in Barcelona (mobility week, November 2023)
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Goals for the co-creation of 
knowledge
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GOALS for the co-creation of knowledge

Initial formulation by the Council

Dissemination and awareness raising among youth groups to involve 
youngsters into a sensitization process to identify and notify situations / 
experiences, either individual or collective, of discrimination in the city.

Data collecting and monitoring of discrimination(s) taking place on the 
way to creating an Observatory for Non-Discrimination in Terrassa.



Methodological Approach
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Interdisciplinarity 

Gendered approach as a common ground

situated analysis of the state of affairs 

similar material life conditions 

social, cultural, economic inequalities

articulation in intersectional terms 
different axes of discrimination
(age, class, space)



relief maps

A new digital tool has been recently developed by a group of Catalan
researchers at the UPF for the study and visualization of social inequalities
according to three dimensions: social, geographical, and psychological.

This perspective adds complexity to the methodological approach by relating as
factors of inequality places in daily life and emotions.
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Examples of relief map

Lorem ipsum dolor 

sit amet, 

Source: https://reliefmaps.cat/en/about

Relief Map of Carla, a white 17-year-old lesbian woman                           The Relief Map of Nil, a white, 21-year-old young heterosexual man
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Projecte INTERMAPS

 Marató de Relief Maps+
Vine a fer el teu fent un cafè amb nosaltres

 Dimarts 21 de maig
 Entre les 10h i les 20h
Aula 40.257 (Edifici Roger de Llúria), Campus Ciutadella, UPF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCieAHwP0Vw&t=2s

 Maratón Relief Maps+
Ven a hacer tu Relief Maps y tómate un café con nosotras 

 Martes, 21 de mayo
 Entre las 10am y las 8pm
 Sala 40.257 (Edificio Roger de Llúria), Campus Ciutadella, UPF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_sOZbXuHWM

 Relief Maps+ Marathon
Join us to create your Relief Maps and enjoy a coffee 

 Tuesday, May 21
 Between 10am and 8pm
Room 40.257 (Roger de Llúria Building), Ciutadella Campus, UPF

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvjkBqM6IYw



Taking action 
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- intersectionality experts (Júlia Pascual Bordas, PhD at UPF)

- public policy analysts (Sara Cuentas Ramírez, Technician at the Centre of 
Resources in Human Rights at the Observatory for Non-Discrimination by the 
Barcelona City Council)

- public policy makers (Eunice Romero, Director General of Migrations, Refuge 
and Anti-Racism at the Equity Department at the Generalitat de Catalunya)

- public youth policy officers (Casa Baumann, Youth Services Headquarters in 
the city of Terrassa)

- independent entities granting institutional / social justice:
- Ombudsman of the city of Terrassa
- Col·lectiu Punt 6

The Team met also with a few young women in La Caseta, Can Parellada, and 
with the social workers appointed there. 
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Situated Description and Diagnosis of main Facts of Discrimination in 
Terrassa drawing from the team’s experience in Can Parellada

a. Discrimination among young people
b. Seldom reporting of discrimination
c. Institutional distrust in public mechanisms to address discrimination
d. Public transport services and street lightning
e. Safety concerns
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Institutional Resources and Networks at Hand in Terrassa

La Bauman. Punt de trobada jove
A living lab for transformative societal collaboration against discrimination

Síndic de Greuges
Data collection
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Dissemination and Awareness raising
Policy making I
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Intervening the culture of discrimination

two major activities to inaugurate the living lab for transformative societal 
collaboration against discrimination in the city of Terrassa 

a.  local Open Day(s) and/or Open house(s) for entities taking part of the
network, the main of which would be La Bauman. 

b. local fair, for the promotion of local entities, but also to share
information about municipal services, to provide individual “testing” for 
discrimination, to organize joint ludic and pedagogical activities, etc. 



Gathering Data. Policy making II
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Observatory for non-discrimination in Terrassa

Providing means to identify and map discriminations among youth groups in 
Terrassa

1. Mobile App or Web Platform
2. 2. Geotagging and Data Visualization:
3. 3. Community Workshops and Training:
4. 4. Social Media Integration:
5. 5. Data Analysis and Reporting
6. 6. Feedback

- Bologna interactive Gender Atlas
https://es.linkedin.com/pulse/bologna-tiene-un-nuevo-atlante-di-genere-300-000km-s-sfqze

- Barcelona Discrimination Observatory
https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/oficina-no-discriminacio/en/discrimination-observatory




